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a final point i'd like to make is that even if we assume that jynx is just a pretty face, we have to look at the models that are used to create pokemon games. sure, the models are attractive, and as a design team the game freak team certainly know what they're doing when it comes to making attractive women, but do they create
the most attractive models? the models look like this in a few places. i know because i had a conversation about this with a co-worker at work. i said that there was no reason that the models used in the pokemon games couldn't look like the ganguro girls in the games, and he agreed. so does the idea that ganguro girls are
inherently more beautiful than most other women hold water? the growth of kogals was so rapid that by 1987, the japan times reported a third of all college students were using the trend. this is the same year when the first ganguro girl, reni, appeared in a japanese magazine. little is known about the early ganguro girls, but
they're generally assumed to have been part of the 'youth culture' of the time. there was a mainstream female counterpart to this trend in japan, but it was too anglophonic to be commonly referenced by japanese people, and so ganguro girls found themselves lacking an equivalent. this lack of a word, and the limited appeal of
the ganguro style, resulted in a large portion of ganguro girls being self-taught, and many of them were only discovered by the public after they'd developed a cult following. the ganguro fashion has a number of interesting quirks, such as the girls hair often being in a bun, and the fact that the tongue, lips and eyes are often dyed
black. ganguro girl also have the distinctive style of glasses, which are only really worn by subculture-type women, and they're usually large, round frames. to further make the style more distinct, ganguro girls often dye their hair blonde, and bleach their skin to make themselves look paler. other features include heavily plucked
eyebrows, and elaborate tattoos.
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the ganguro phenomenon has been fueled by the rise of the internet, and the development of the home computer. a growing number of people are now exposed to a new wave of media, one that's familiar but not necessarily comfortable. japanese youth are particularly susceptible to these influences, as they are in the nascent
stages of breaking away from the safety of their parents' rules and worldviews. it's no surprise that the ganguro look has been a huge part of this. while this is a very positive development, it's also important to note that, in a phenomenon like ganguro, the influence of western media has also been powerful. ganguro was a term

coined to describe girls who appeared as though they had made themselves up, and while it's important to understand why this is important, one shouldn't forget that it is also true. the rise of ganguro was also fueled by the increasing popularity of manga and anime, and the influence of these. the final element of ganguro is the
enjo ksai (compensated dating) phenomenon. this element is perhaps the most contentious. this term has been used in the past to describe the payment of money by an enjo ksai (a ganguro girl) to an enjo ko (a normal looking man), and the exchange of money between the two for the purpose of establishing a romantic

relationship. the fact that this element has been portrayed in the anime has caused much controversy among some fans. in the beginning, the term was used by people who were speaking out against the belief that the entire ganguro culture was somehow exploitative. later on, however, it seemed to be used almost exclusively
by fans themselves, and was adopted as something of a badge of honor. i personally find this whole discussion to be rather tiresome: it's not like ganguro girls are some sort of victims, and if they wanted to attract the attention of men, that's their business. 5ec8ef588b
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